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MEUG’s focus in August was engaging with the Commerce Commission on input methodologies, 

including finalising submissions and two cross-submissions.  More on that below.  We were also 

pleased to host the Minister of Energy and Resources, Hon Simon Bridges at the meeting of our 

Executive Committee for what proved to be a wide-ranging and very interesting discussion. 

The calm before the storm? 

In September the Commerce Commission (CC) is holding a workshop on cost of capital in relation to 

the Input Methodology (IM) review.  The CC expect to make final decisions on IM before the end of 

the year.  In August submissions and two sets of cross-submissions were completed. 

There is a lot at stake.  For example, TDB as advisors to Contact Energy in submissions on the asset 

beta (an important assumption for determining the regulated cost of capital) provided evidence 

supporting a lower asset beta than the CC’s draft decision to retain the asset beta for electricity lines 

at 0.34.  MEUG’s cross-submission provided evidence that if the asset beta were to reduce to 

between 0.28 and 0.24, using TDB’s analysis then line charges would decrease by between $149 

million and $120 million per annum respectively. 

On the other high priority topic for MEUG this year, TPM, we are waiting for the Electricity Authority 

to announce next steps following close of submissions on 26th July. 

Other business 

While the big issues of the IM review and TPM are dominating the workload of MEUG and other 

market participants we shouldn’t forget that there are many incremental changes being made to the 

market design and regulatory framework.  At the end of the month the New Zealand Wholesale 

Electricity Market (WEM) will celebrate the start of its 20th year since commencement on 1 October 

1996.  The core market design today is unchanged from that date with full nodal pricing and the 

market cleared using the Scheduling, Pricing and Dispatch (SPD) model.  But there have been many 

major and minor changes including: 

 there have been many add-ons and improvements, eg Financial Transmission Rights market 

 improved governance such as an independent market administrator, the Electricity 

Authority since 2010, with power to actively monitor and make code changes 

 changes to industry structure with more participants following partial sell-down of SOE’s and 

the “Brownlee reforms” of 2010 

 more consumer choice, particularly code improvements at retail level but also dispatchable 

demand at wholesale level. 

There are major changes in the WEM development pipeline such as real-time pricing and resolution 

of TPM, but the core design using SPD has proven durable and will continue to underpin the market. 



On the hill 

Last week the Minister of Energy and Resources, Hon Simon Bridges, announced legislation will be 

introduced later this year to enable EECA to access funding through the Petroleum and Engine Fuels 

Monitoring Levy and the Gas Levy to use on initiatives it conducts in the transport and industrial 

sectors.  It is unclear if and how that might affect the current $13 million per annum levy paid by 

electricity consumers for EECA electricity efficiency activity.  MEUG oppose this current levy. 

MEUG is pleased to be hosting the Labour Party spokesperson on Energy and Resources, Stuart 

Nash, at our September executive committee meeting.  Mr Nash is always a stimulating and 

interesting guest and we are grateful that he is again making himself available to meet with MEUG 

members. 

 

Key dates 

What on Who When Notes for members 

Workshop: Input 

Methodologies (IM) review 

- Cost of capital 

CC 7 Sept Workshop topics include asset beta 

assumptions.  MEUG have estimated if asset 

beta for electricity lines changes from 0.34 to 

between 0.24 and 0.28 then line charges would 

decrease by between $149 million and $120 

million per annum respectively. 

Submission: Financial 

Transmission Rights (FTR) 

Allocation Plan 

EA 13 Sept FTR are an important component of New 

Zealand’s wholesale electricity market.  

Continuous improvement to the FTR market as 

proposed by the EA is important. 

Submission: Re-orienting 

advisory group structures 

EA 20 Sept The proposed changes seem reasonable and 

reflect the changing nature of the electricity 

sector from being physical supply side driven to 

expected greater direct consumer participation 

and many non-traditional choices and service 

offerings made to consumers. 

MEUG executive 

committee monthly 

meeting 

MEUG 21 Sept Stuart Nash, MP for Napier and Labour Party 

Spokesperson on Energy and Resources, is a 

guest speaker. 

Anniversary: New Zealand 

Wholesale Electricity 

Market’s (WEM) 20th 

anniversary 

All 1 October The NZ WEM started on 1st October 1996. 

Submission: Operational 

code amendments for 

implementing new 

extended reserves regime 

CC 4 October MEUG has yet to review these proposed code 

amendment proposals. 

 


